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Computational modeling has the potential to accelerate the ongoing revolution in healthcare underway attributable to personalized medicine and information technology. Many potentially clinically useful computer models are based on the underlying mechanisms of human physiology, such models have unique benefits but also present unique challenges. The impact of these benefits are numerous and span the entire medical product life-cycle from design to clinical outcomes as well as regulatory evaluation. The challenges are also numerous and include establishing trust, obtaining useful data, incorporating patient variability (if necessary) as well as ensuring models are validated and their use doesn’t endanger patients. The field of verification, validation, and uncertainty quantification (VVUQ) has been enormously successful in the physics and engineering communities and is starting to be applied to mechanistic models and successes and challenges have been recently identified for complex cardiac electrophysiological models. Unique challenges exist for clinical applications and will be discussed along with ongoing efforts to address these challenges for specific applications including considering the associated risks to patients.
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